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 The fundamental topics include basic first aid, building a shelter, signaling for help, foraging for
water and food, fire producing, recognizing edible plant life, and navigating through the
wilderness.Wilderness Survival may be the perfect guide on how to stay alive and even thrive in the
wilderness. This must-have guideline is a great source of portable information and ideal for field use
by notices and professionals alike.
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. This teplacement provides gotten wet and organized, therefore the first one will need to have
simply been a lemon. It got wet, the plastic material pulled back again from the paper and it was
just about ruined. Very simplistic yet detailed and great for beginners like myself. Good Customer
Service I actually took this along on a wilderness canoe trip. This was perfect for my handbag and I
understand if I ever need it, it will be in my own bag and I'm going to be in a position to reference it
with little effort. When I arrived home, i requested a replacement and it arrived within two times. I'm a
light "doomsday prepper" with mainly a handbag and minimal resources to get me started, should I
ever need to. My daughters experienced no difficulty interpreting and preforming. Good tips! Great
product, waterproof, print is usually high contrast. and huge enough to be seen in low light. Survival
tips are solid and an easy task to follow. The content is sufficient to be helpful, nevertheless, you
can't expect anything in-depth in a small brochure. Great Guide, everyone must have this in their
bug out bag! Got this mainly because a joke for my son after he was flooded in in a deer lease
with little meals. He laughed, but keeps it in his pickup in the event.Great for what I needed A great,
super light weight and durable info packet... handy ideas these pocket manuals are laminated for
durability an easy task to stow in a it has some handy tips these pocket guides are laminated for
longevity an easy task to stow in a backpack Four Stars Good Great for my hiking pack. Great for
my walking pack. I love the fact that they're laminated. Four Stars great concise guide to toss into
your entire day pack.
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